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JSS 2 ASSIGNMENTS 
 

BUSINESS STUDIES 
Make notes on the following topics:   

i. Insurance  

ii. Personal qualities of an entrepreneur 

Read and understand for presentation on first week of resumption.  

 
CREATIVE ART 
1a). What is lettering?  
1b). State the types of lettering structurally.   
2a). Define sculpture.  
2b) state the types of sculpture and explain all. 
 

PHE 
Instruction: study and answer the questions. 
 
ATHLETICS 
BRIEF HISTORY OF THE GAME 
 
The origin of track and field events is as old as man. However, the Greeks were the first to 
organize any ever-recorded track and field events in 776 B.C during the Olympia. This 
sports festival was to celebrate their God, Olympus. The event took place on Mount 
Olympiad and hence, the events were later named Olympic Games. These games were 
organized regularly, every four years, before they were banned by a Roman Emperor, 
Christian Byzantine Theodosius I in 394 A.D. However, the game was re-introduced by a 
Frenchman, Baron Pierre de Coubertin in 1896. Since its re-introduction, the game has 
waxed stronger among other sporting events in Olympic Games. At the international level, 
the rules and regulations governing the operation of the game was formulated by 
International Amateur Athletics Federation (I.A.A.F). 
Origin of the Game in Nigeria 
The origin of the game in Nigeria is not well known nut it is generally believed t6hat the 
game was part and parcel of the tradition where hunters threw spears (Javelin) to hunt for 
wild animals while Northerners threw bows and arrows for pleasure. 
However, organized track and field events started through the advent of the British 
Missionaries who established secondary schools in Nigeria. The Empire Day celebration 
was usually organized to celebrate the birth of Queen Victoria of England from which best 
athletes were selected to represent their various schools. 
As of today, Nigeria cannot boast of any major competition where students participate 
except in inter-house sports competitions of schools and Exxon Mobil Track and Field 
Championship organized by the Athletics Federation of Nigeria (AFN) to select athletes 
who represent the nation in major championship like Olympic Games, Common-wealth 
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Games and All African Games. The Amateur Athletics Association of Nigeria (A.A.A.N) 
was established in 1944. However, the Association is now called Athletics Federation of 
Nigeria (A.F.N). 
Nature of the Games 
Athletics can be divided into two parts: 
Track Events 
Field Events 
Athletics games are mainly individual events that require speed, agility, strength, 
endurance and high degree of reaction time on the part of the athletes. 
Track Events 
Track events can be sub-divided into three, namely: 
Sprint events. 
Middle Distance Races. 
Long Distance Races. 
Sprint Events 
Sprint events are events that require speed, power and good reaction time. Examples are 
50m, 100m, 200m, 110m hurdles, 400m, (4 x 100m,, 4 x 400m) – Relay Races, Sprints 
events also require basic techniques that would enable athletes to start well. 
Types of Sprint 
The straight sprints, e.g. 75m, 50m. 100m, 100m hurdle and 110hurdle. 
The semi-circular sprints, e.g, 200m 
The circular sprints, e.g, 400m, 400m hurdles, 4 x 400m, 4 x 100m or Relay races. 
Mechanics of Sprinting 
High knee action (frequency at which knees move up). 
The arm action (The frequency of swinging the arm for momentum). 
The body lean (The athletes must maintain a straight body alignment). 
Methods of Sprint Starts: Crouch Method is used to start spring race and there are 3 
types: 
Bunch or Bullet. 
Medium start. 
Elongated start. 
 
Bunch or Bullet Start: 
The front of the foots is about 48cm from the starting line. 
The knee of the rear foot is placed in line with the toe of the front foot. 
The hands are put behind the scratch line with shoulders apart. 
Head must be titled slightly down. It is used by short runners. 
The Medium Start: 
The front foot is placed behind the starting line about 48cm. 
The knee of the rear foot is placed in line with the arc of the front foot. 
Hands are placed on the ground shoulder-wide apart. It is used by an average height 
athletes. 
Elongated Start: 
The front foot is about 48cm from the startling line. 
The knee of the back foot is placed in line with the heel of the front foot. 
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Fingers are properly placed on the ground shoulder-wide apart. It is used by tall athletes. 
The Start: The start line, measuring 5cms wide with all the boundary lines, is drawn 
across the track at right angles to the inner edge, so that the distance from its nearer edge 
to the nearer edge of the finish line is the exact distance of the race. 
Finish: A common finish of all races is conventionally situated at the end of the ‘home’ 
straight. It is marked by a line drawn at right angles to the inside edge of the track. 
Phases of a Sprint race 
The phases of sprint race is as follows: 
The start: Bunch or Bullet start, Medium and Elongated start 
The acceleration 
The running or sprint action 
The finish. 
Features of Sprint races 
It is started by crouch start. 
It requires speed, power, concentration and time. 
Competitors must maintain their lanes. 
Competitors are eliminated or disqualified from event after two ‘false start’ 
The phases of starting a race 
There are 32 phases of starting a race. These are: 
On your marks 
Set 
Gun “Go” 
Factors to consider when laying athletic track 
The track is elliptical (oval) in shape. It has two parallel straight lines joined by two semi-
circular bends and measuring 400m around at a distance of 30cms out from the inside 
edge. The width of a lane is 1.22m minimum and 1.25m max. The following are the factors 
to consider when laying the track: 
 
The direction of the wind. 
The position of the afternoon sun. 
Landscape or topography of the land. 
Position of the drainage. 
Soil texture. 
Middle Distance Races: 
The events require endurance. They are longer than sprint races. Runners may not 
necessarily follow or maintain any lane. 
Example – 800m. 1,500m. 
Rules for Middle Distance Races 
Standing start is employed out crouch start or staggered start. 
Athletes are not allotted on curved to specific lane. 
The race is started on curved starting line. 
Runners can be disqualified for beating the gun twice. 
Runners can only over-take on the right hand side of other runners. 
Long Distance Race 
They are races that are longer in nature than middle distance races. These events require 
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endurance; a great deal of cardio-vascular endurance. The race is started by standing just 
like middle distance races. Examples are: 5000m, 10,000, Marathon race, Cross Country 
race. 
Features of Long Distance Races 
It is open race 
It is started with standing start 
It is not run on specific lanes 
It is an aerobic event 
Athlete can only over-take on the right side. 
Combined Events 
Combined Events are the ‘Blue Riband’ events of athletics and as such are competitions 
for the best all-rounders. There are three types of combined events: 
Decathlon for men 
Pentathlon for men 
Heptathlon for women. 
Decathlon 
Decathlon consists of ten athletic events which are held in the following order: 
1st Day: 100m, Long Jump, Shot-up, High Jump, 400m 
2nd Day: 110 hurdles, Discus, Pole Vault, Javelin, 1,500m. 
Pentathlon 
Pentathlon is mainly for women, although young men complete in the event as a build-up 
to the greater demands of the decathlon. It comprises five evets held in the following 
order: 
Women: 100m Hurdles, Shot-up, High Jump, Long Jump, 200m. 
Men: Long Jump, Javelin, 200m Discus, 1500m. 
Heptathlon 
Heptathlon for women consists of seven athletic events that are held on two days in the 
following order: 
1st Day: 100m Hurdles, High Jump, Shot-put, 200m. 
2nd Day: Long Jump, Javelin, 800m. 
Triathlon 
Triathlon was introduced during Sydney 2000 Olympic Games. It consists of three sports 
(running, swimming, Cycling), one straight after another. The athletes swim 1.5km (0.9 
miles,) cycle 40km (25miles), and run 10km (62miles). The first over the line wins. 
Field Events 
Field events can be sub-divided into two parts, namely: 
Throwing events 
Jumping events. 
Throwing Events: These are events that involve the throwing of missiles for distance. 
Examples are: Javelin, Discus, Hammer Throw, Shot-up. 
Jumping Events: These are events that involve jumping for height over a raised objects or 
jumping for distance from a specified spot. 
There are two types of jumping and they are: 
Vertical Jumps: These are jumps required for height, e.g. High Jump, Pole Vault. 
Horizontal Jumps: These jumps require jumping to cover distance, e.g. Long jump, Triple 
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Jump. 
 
 
Athletics Facilities and Equipment 
Running track: This is elliptical in shape. It has two parallel straight lines joined by semi-
circle bends. It measures 400m round. The lanes should be 1.22m wide minimum and 
1.25 maximum. 
Starting block 
Starting gun or Whistle 
Starting box 
Steel tape 
Take-off board 
Mattresses 
Upright poles 
Stop-watches 
Recorded sheet 
Stop board for Discus, Shot-up, Hammer-throw 
Blackboard or scoreboard 
Pole vault stands 
Missiles – Shot-put, Javelin, Hammer. 
Rake-Long jump, triple jump 
Bell – for middle distance races 
Hurdle Stands 
Flags: Red & White 
Athletics Officials 
Director of meetings 
Referees: (i) Track referee 
(ii) field referee 
Field judge: (i) Chief track judge 
(ii) Track judge 
Field judge: (i) Chief Field judge 
(ii) Field judges 
Chief time-keeper 
Umpires 
Time-keepers 
The starters 
Recall starters 
Marksman 
Clerk of the course 
The Jury of Appeal 
Medical Team 
Table Recorders 
Stewards 
Announcers – (i) programme stewards (ii) refreshment stewards (ceremonial) (iii) quest 
stewards (ushers) 
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Blackboard Recorder or Electronic Scoreboard 
Terminologies 
Starting box – equipment in which athletes put their foot to aid the runner in starting. 
Take-off board – a board from which the running jumper takes off. 
Throwing sector – The area in which a thrown implement must land. 
False start – when an athlete beats the gun twice. 
Trial – an attempt in a field event. 
Heat – preliminary races in which the winner qualify for the semi-final or finals of tracks 
events. 
Exchange Zone – an areas of 20m long in which one relay runner must pass over the 
baton to his mate. 
Lane – a path marked on the track in which a runner must stay during his races. 
Staggered form – this is form or position athletes assume in middle distance races when 
starting. 
Anchor – the last runner of a four-man relay team. 
Hurdles – a wooden, metal or aluminium obstacle over which the runners must jump 
across. 
Baton – a hollow cylinder made of metal which is carried by one runner to the next in a 
relay race. 
Breast the tape – when a runner touches the tape set in spring event and emerges as the 
winner. 
The Torso – is the trunk excluding the head, neck and arms usually used in placing 
runners. 
 
Revision Questions 
 
State 2 divisions of Athletics and mention 2 events from each division. 
(i) List 3 mechanics of sprint 
(ii) Outlines 3 methods of sprint start or crouch method 
(i) State 3 events we have in throwing events. 
(ii) Mention 3 events that entail the use of a measuring tape to measure the score of 
participants. 
A Referee is the overall official in athletics, mention four 4 other athletics officials. 
Apart from a standard athletics track, state five 5 facilities and equipment used in standard 
Athletics competitions. 
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